ON THE CONCEPT OF THE CONCEPT OF TRANSPARENCY OF FUNCTIONING BY THE PUBLIC AUTHORITY

Abstract. Scientific approaches to the implementation of the concept of transparency in the field of public policy are revealed, when processes of enhancing the role and importance of information both for society as a whole and in the life of every citizen occur in the globalization space. An etymological analysis of the terms “concept” and “transparency” is made. The conceptual definition of the “concept of transparency”, the basic mechanisms and tools for the implementation of these ideological reference points in the activities of the public administration system as a whole and in certain spheres of public life are defined. The scientific approaches to the definition of the concepts “concept” and “transparency” are investigated, on the basis of which an own definition of the concept “concept of transparency” is provided. The conceptual features of the principle of public policy transparency have been reviewed. The main constituent elements of the principle of transpa-
rency are highlighted, in particular, its content is defined as the interaction of management bodies with its objects, providing feedback in the process of exercising authority to exercise management functions. The role of the public in ensuring the transparency of public authority is defined. It is concluded that access to information is a prerequisite of public control and the main element of the development of civil society. The issue of increasing the attention of public initiative centers to the concept of public policy transparency has been investigated. It was noted that solving the problems of transparency of the entire public administration system is one of the key areas in the process of further approval in Ukraine of democratic principles in terms of constitutional reform, rooting of civilized norms of the state for the benefit and protection of human rights and citizen.
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**DO PITANНЯ ПРО КОНЦЕПЦIЮ ПРОЗОРОСТI ФУНКЦIОНУВАННЯ ОРГАНІВ ПУБЛiЧНОi ВЛАДI**

Анотацiя. Розкрито науковi пiдходи до реалізацiї концепцiї прозоростi у сферi державної полiтики, коли у глобалiзацiйному просторi вiдбуваються процеси посилення ролi та значення інформацiї як для суспiльства в цiлому, так i в життi кожного громадянина. Зроблено етимологiчний аналiз термiнiв “концепцiя” та “прозорiсть”. Окреслено понятiйно-категорiйнi питання визначення “концепцiї прозоростi”, основнi механiзми та iнструменти впровадження зазначених iдеологiчних орiєнтирiв у дiяльнiсть системи органiв публiчноi влади у цiлому та в окремих сферах життєдiяльностi суспiльства. Дослiджено науковi пiдходи до визначення понять “концепцiя” та “прозорiсть” на основi чого надано власне визначення поняття “концепцiя прозоростi”. Здiйснено розгляд концептуальних особливостей принципу прозоростi державної полiтики. Видiлено основнi складовi елементи принципу прозоростi, зокрема, визначено його змiст як взаємодiю органiв управлiння з його об’єктами, забезпечення належного зворотного зв’язку у процесi здiйснення повноважень з реалiзацiї управлiнських функцiй. Окреслено роль громадськостi у забезпеченнi прозоростi функцiонування публiчноi влади. Зроблено висновок, що доступ до інформацiї є передумовою публiчного контролю i головним елементом розвитку громадянського суспiльства. Дослiджено питання зростання уваги центрiв громадських iнiцiатив до питання концепцiї прозоростi державної полiтики. Наголошено на тому, що розв’язання проблем прозоростi усiєї системи державного управлiння є одним iз ключових напрямiв у процесi подальшого утвердження в Українi демократичних принципiв у умовах конституцiйного реформування, укорiнення цивiлiзованих норм функцiонування держави на благо та захист прав людини та громадянина.
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К ВОПРОСУ О КОНЦЕПЦИИ ПРОЗРАЧНОСТИ ФУНКЦИОНИРОВАНИЯ ОРГАНОВ ПУБЛИЧНОЙ ВЛАСТИ

Аннотация. Раскрыто научные подходы к реализации концепции прозрачности в сфере государственной политики, когда в глобализационном пространстве происходят процессы усиления роли и значимости информации как для общества в целом, так и в жизни каждого гражданина. Сделано этимологический анализ терминов “концепция” и “прозрачность”. Обозначены понятийно-категориальные вопросы определения “концепции прозрачности”, основные механизмы и инструменты внедрения указанных идеологических ориентиров в деятельность системы органов публичной власти в целом и в отдельных сферах жизнедеятельности общества. Исследованы научные подходы к определению понятий “концепция” и “прозрачность” на основе чего предоставлено собственное определение понятия “концепция прозрачности”. Осуществлено рассмотрение концептуальных особенностей принципа прозрачности государственной политики. Выделены основные составляющие элементы принципа прозрачности, в частности, определено его содержание как взаимодействие органов управления с его объектами, обеспечения обратной связи в процессе осуществления полномочий по реализации управленческих функций. Определена роль общественности в обеспечении прозрачности функционирования публичной власти. Сделан вывод, что доступ к информации является предпосылкой публичного контроля и главным элементом развития гражданского общества. Исследован вопрос роста внимания центров общественных инициатив к вопросу концепции прозрачности государственной политики. Отмечено, что решение проблем прозрачности всей системы государственного управления является одним из ключевых направлений в процессе дальнейшего утверждения в Украине демократических принципов в условиях конституционного реформирования, укоренения цивилизованных норм функционирования государства на благо и защиту прав человека и гражданина.

Ключевые слова: концепция прозрачности; орган публичной власти; государственное правление; функционирование; принцип, гражданское общество; система государственного управления; конституционное реформирование.

Problem statement. Today our state goes through hard times, for the first time in its recent history having faced with armed aggression from the enemy, which considerably surpasses Ukraine both in military and political, and in economic and informational terms.

Under these conditions, the most critical task for domestic legal science is to find new conceptual solutions that would give an impulse to the practice of government on protecting the sovereignty and territorial integrity of Ukraine. The convergence of national legal system with legal systems of mo-
modern European countries based on common principles and approaches and, thus, formation of the unified European legal system; problems and prospects of legal regulation of both public and private spheres of social life from the perspective of national legislation as well as legal experience of EU countries should become the main guiding principles for modern legal experts.

Recently, the problem of transparency is increasingly mentioned when characterizing various social institutions in the context of democratization of state and social life in Ukraine. This is largely connected with the study of international standards and adaptation of experience of EU countries, in which transparency is recognized as one of the principles following the idea of statement of legal community [1, p. 43].

**Purpose of this article** is to try to disclose the etymological analysis of the terms “conception” and “transparency” as well as to consider the conceptual features of the principle of state policy transparency.

**Statement of basic materials.** The term “conception” comes from Latin “conceptio”, which means to comprehend, to perceive. The conception mainly refers to system of views, concepts about these or those phenomena or processes, way of their understanding and interpretation; fundamental idea of any theory, main intention; idea or plan of new, original understanding; constructive principle of artistic, technical and other activities [15].

The study of the conception as knowledge has its origin in the era of European Middle Ages, in particular, this was reflected in the work of P. Abelard [16], who studied the conception as a concept synthesizing three ways of the soul: as past-oriented act of memory, future-oriented act of representation and present-oriented act of judgment.

Since the second half of XX century, the conception has been understood as the identification of social and cultural context of natural and humanitarian knowledge. These considerations are of gnoseological relevance and as of today. Thus, in our opinion the conception should be understood as a complex of key provisions or thought affirmations that allow keeping the research direction. This is a kind of compass in the movement of thought.
Little Oxford English Dictionary connects the term “transparency” first of all with the physical phenomenon specific to fluid, gemstones, film, and, then, with the term “clarity”, which means clearness, ease of perception [17].

Cambridge Learner’s Dictionary defines “transparency” as, in particular, the universal characteristic of an object to be transparent, and as clarity and clearness [18]. The domestic Large Explanatory Dictionary understands the term “transparency” as the property and condition of something transparent, and in data processing systems as the intermediate interaction means, the application of which is invisible to the user, the property of physical connection of protocol or program to transmit the information encoded in any way without any changes in it [19].

Undoubtedly, the principle of transparency is applied to all social institutions, therefore, it is reasonable to disclose the etymological content of the term “transparency” in terms of its social significance, which can be found in the encyclopedic edition “Sociology” [20].

In the article of D. Halkin “Virtual discourse on the postmodern culture”, the transparency is defined as one of the main concepts of modern theory of the information-oriented society, postmodern social theory and sociology characterizing the influence of information and media on the mechanisms of social organization. According to D. Halkin, this phenomenon is intended to provide an opportunity for comprehensive representation of social structures and individuals in the common information field and provides, first of all, the availability, speed and high degree of information structuring, convenience of its conversion into various, easy-to-understand formats and existence of constant feedback [13, p. 21].

The understanding of openness and transparency as rules on which the activities of public authorities should be based, or as principles, the observance of which will promote the creation of the system of public authorities ensuring the implementation of common values of real democracy, which currently is almost unexplored.

The large majority of domestic scientists see the implementation of principles of openness and transparency in informing the public about functional separation of duties and division of powers between public authorities.

I. Ibrahimova understands the principle of transparency as ensuring the dialogue with the public at all stages of decision-making and permanent access to complete, clear information on the activities of public authorities and their officials in accordance with the current legislation [9].

V. Melnychenko interprets the principle of transparency as ability of the state to ensure a high level of awareness of citizens and their communities on material and procedural side of government and administrative activities, awareness of citizens and their communities on the planned decisions of public authorities and how they will be implemented [10, p. 51].

The principle of transparency as a value guide of the European Union law has also been widely studied by experts of public law. Thus, O. Vitvitska and H. Horning, authors of the book “European Union Law”, among the functio-
nal principles of European Union law define also the principle of protection of trust and legal security, the content of which also includes the transparency of public institutions of the states [22, p. 52].

In the textbook “Introduction to the European Union Law” [23] of Kernza V., the principle of transparency of these institutions is determined as the principle of construction and functioning of the institutional structure of the European Union.

In the manual edited by R. A. Petrov [24], the authors adhere to the Western European approach to distinguishing only general principles of the European Union law. According to the authors, the general principles of law include principles of respect for fundamental human rights, proportionality, equality or non-discrimination, legal completeness, transparency and compliance with procedural rights, subsidiarity.

So, summarizing the above, we can conclude that the domestic scientists came to common provisions on content of the principle of transparency with regard to the following statements:

1) openness and transparency of the activities of public authorities are understood as possibility of the person to obtain information not only concerning himself, but also on social, political, state and regional issues concerning the unlimited access to all types of information, documents, activities and motives;

2) openness and transparency of public authorities are not identical concepts. The openness is not transparent yet, but only leads to it. The transparency of the activities of public authorities is the result of process of openness. The openness of public authorities results in full transparency of their activities. The transparency of public authorities is defined as a condition, which is characterized by full “transparency” of all directions and results of their activities;

3) based on constitutional structure of government in Ukraine, the principle of government openness can be defined as its duty to ensure the possibility of free access of citizens to administration of the state affairs.

As we have noticed, none of the domestic scientists studies the conception of transparency of public institutions, but only focuses on doctrinal determination of the principle of transparency and openness of public power.

However, it is impossible to say that Ukrainian science is outdated and does not pay attention to the study of these issues. Separate aspects of conception of transparency are interpreted in the most unexpected forms of national science of law.

So, in 2008, Hudimova N. V. defended the dissertation for degree of Candidate of Sciences in Public Administration on the topic “Principles of openness and transparency in the activities of public authorities of Ukraine” [12]. The dissertation was devoted to the problems of evolutionary development of implementation of the principles of openness and transparency in the activities of public authorities and their influence on administrative activity condition in the context of processes of democratization of Ukrainian society. The scientist has theoretically substantiated the necessity of the principles of openness and transparency as components of public administration and, at the same time, objective cha-
characteristics of improvement of its components.

Of particular note is the fundamental monograph “Ukrainian Revolution of Dignity, Russian Aggression and International Law” prepared by collaborative writing team headed by professor O. Zadorozhni [25]. Both in his previous monograph “Genesis of International Legal Identity of Ukraine” [1] and in the monograph of 2016, Zadorozhni O. V. defines the concept of transparency of public institutions as the main prerequisite for recognition of legal identity of Ukraine as an equal member of the European Union. In addition, according to the scientist, the transparency of the activities of public authorities was one of the ideals of the Revolution of Dignity.

As for the western doctrine, it should be noted that although there are special monographic studies of the principles of the European Union law [26], they are devoted to the principles of the European Union law in general without paying special attention to the principle of transparency of administration or conception of transparency.

During the study of this topic, we found a quite interesting fact. The conception of transparency did not become a part of such conglomerate of scientific works of domestic legal experts, however, it is nearly the most relevant activity of non-governmental initiative centers and research institutes of young financial and political scientists.

Let’s take the manual of Taran V. V. and Tarnai V. A. “Functioning of the Unified Web Portal for Public Funds Use” [27] as an example. The guidance manual is extremely filled with practical aspects of implementing the public idea about maximum openness of information on public funds use. The main purpose of the publication was to ensure the effective public funds use and increase in the level of population awareness.

Such transparency of the process of public funds disbursing minimizes corruption risks and will facilitate improving of business environment in the country.

In particular, participants of the International Scientific Congress “Information Society in Ukraine”, held on October 29, 2013 in Kyiv, in their decision noted that E-government can change the very nature of power and make it more transparent and controlled by the public, as well as it creates conditions for accelerating business development, improving the investment environment, economic growth, and, most importantly, ensuring the real participation of citizens in political processes. It was noted that implementing the E-government requires creation of brand new organizational forms of the activities of public authorities, ensuring interaction with citizens and business entities by providing broad access to state information resources and providing the administrative services [28].

The Eastern European Democratic Center with assistance of Batory Foundation issued a publication documenting the examples of the appeal of Belarusian non-governmental organizations for the purpose of social problems solving. Thanks to the book “Representation of Public Interests”, we will be able to find out how social issues, including issues of ensuring the transparency of public institutions, were solved by
means of a public initiative in the Republic of Belarus.

A number of scientific studies in the field of implementing the conception of transparency at all levels of public administration are currently being carried out on the topics of integrated scientific project “Public Administration and Local Self-Government” that is implemented by the Institute of Public Administration and Local Self-Government of the National Academy for Public Administration at the President of Ukraine. The scientific work of the Institute is directed at scientific support of educational and vocational and professional training programs, as well as public reforms.

According to Ch. Taylor, the minimum civil society is equal to the existence of state-independent non-governmental organizations, or as they now say — the “third sector”.

Now, when the country is transforming and moving to a new level of development, the public activity became more visible. That is why the sphere of implementing the conception of transparency of public institutions did not evade the wide public initiatives.

Now almost every second person understands who the public figure is, as these were the terrible events that accompanied the Revolution of Dignity that made everyone, who is indifferent to the future of the country and own future, to mobilize, unite and devote their time to our society.

The special attention should be paid to the experience of the youth organization “New Generation” with initiative groups in the sphere of ensuring the implementation of the principle of transparency in all spheres of public life of Ukrainian people. The manual “Beginner’s Guide to Public Activities” is a collection of recommendations for civil society organizations and initiative groups in the sphere of ensuring the transparency of administration of any sphere of society being [29].

Let’s disclose several outstanding moments that are highlighted in the collection of recommendation on the conception of transparency of public institutions: *the word “vriaduvannia” or “uriaduvannia” (governance) is a typical Ukrainian word, which has long been associated with a transparent decision-making process involving all members of the community (veche, village meeting, etc.). For many Ukrainians this word meant the democracy and accountability of every voice; it designated the long-standing traditions of local self-government in Ukraine. However, as there is no absolute equivalent for this word in Russian, in the Soviet times in the Ukrainian Dictionary it was marked as archaism and it was recommended to use the synonym — to administer; *In the theory of political science, the concept of administration means the process of implementing the power in the society, way of its implementation to meet the needs and requirements of citizens. One of the features characterizing the democratic nature of governance process in the state is application of principles of good governance consisting of openness and transparency of decision-making by public authorities and local self-government, accountability to citizens (as they are the source of power), broad involvement of citizens in the decision-making process; *Governance as clear and transparent decision-making
process, enables any authority to use resources and power in a reported manner, based on common values.

In turn, the experts of the European Foundation Center proposed four principles of effective work of any organization (in this case society is also considered as an organized community). Among these principles, the principle of transparency is determined as the second principle in the hierarchy. It means the coverage of information on receipts, objectives and results of the organization.

As the activities of mass media, civil society and public organizations, political parties and business sector cannot be regulated completely and exclusively by law (as the comprehensive regulation can be considered as manifestation of non-democratic nature and impediment to freedom of meeting, business conduct and self-expression), the greater efficiency could be achieved through mechanisms of sectoral self-regulation and internal rules. Despite the ability to make their financial statements transparent and to adopt internal codes of ethics and ensure their observance, the public organizations do not show enough efforts in this direction. Since 2010, the number of media signing the sectoral codes of ethics remains insignificant, and cases of internal codes of ethics, especially among print media owned by publishing corporations, are rare.

The Financial Action Task Force on Money Laundering (FATF) approved the transparency standards to prevent the abuse by corporate entities. This sphere of legal relations, undoubtedly, has a significant influence in ensuring the transparency of legal system of Ukraine. According to FATF recommendations, the states are obliged to provide reliable, accurate and up-to-date information on measures of verification of corporate entities concerning origin of their financial resources and to provide the banking transaction monitoring system and application of sanctions if necessary [30].

Conclusions. Thus, the declarative nature remains one of the reasons for ineffective functioning of the principle of transparency in the activities of public authorities, despite their declaration in numerous legislative and regulatory acts. To a large extent, this is a result of absence in the current legislation of the rules of administrative responsibility of officials of public authorities for violation of these rules. The degree of scientific study of the conception of transparency is rather small and is limited only to determination of the principle of transparency of public administration without studying the paradigm nature of transparency of social institutions.

In our opinion, the conception of transparency of the activities of public institutions should be understood as a set of measures aimed at ensuring the openness and transparency in their activities by developing the elements that would create the integrity of these rules, interact with each other and influence on the interaction of administrative authorities with its objects, as well as ensure the adequate feedback during exercising powers to implement the administrative functions.
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